Abstract-Since SURF (Speeded-Up Robust Features) algorithm is designed for gray images in feature extraction and recognition tasks, it can't recognize some objects of similar shape but different color. CH-SURF algorithm is proposed,which combines Color Histogram feature and SURF feature together. CH-SURF algorithm firstly chooses color histogram feature of target image to reach rough localization, then in the defined small pixel region, uses SURF algorithm to achieve feature matching. Finally simulation experiments are carried out under vs2008 platform, and results show that the proposed algorithm has lower computation time than the original SURF. At the same time,it can improve the accuracy of feature matching to some extent.
INTRODUCTION
SURF [1] algorithm is the local feature point extraction algorithm.It is proposed by Herbert Bay in 2006. The characteristic of this algorithm is its invariance to rotation,scale and brightness ， and the stability to angle change,affine transformation and noise. Besides,SURF algorithm adopts the theory of integral image,box filter, Haar response and Fast Hessian Detector,so it improves computation efficiency. Nowadays SURF algorithm has become prevalent in nearly several areas of computer vision,from face recognition [2] , to palmprint identification [3] , to remote sensing image registration [4] and Panoramic Mosaic fields.However in the feature detection and description,SURF algorithm depends on the local texture feature of image and ignores color information,so it has not enough ability to describe some image which have obvious global features.
Color feature is image global features [5] ,it has complementarity relation with SURF feature,in addition color feature is insensitive to image rotation, translation and scale transformation.So in this paper, we proposed to use CH-SURF algorithm of combining color features and SURF feature,and to achieve target localization.The remaining of this paper is organized as follow.Section I extracts color feature to match, and localizes target image rough position,Section II in the given region detects the interest SURF points, then by means of similarity matching method, finds target image position in the region of source image and achieves target localization task.Section III carries out some experiments to test the matching performance of CH-SURF algorithm.
II. FEATURE MATCHING BASED ON CH-SURF
ALGORITHM CH-SURF algorithm is the combination of Color Histogram and SURF feature matching algorithm.It primarily extracts image color feature in the HSV space,and localizes target image rough position according to the principle of color matching.Then in the located region,extracts source image SURF points,and compare them with those points extracted from the target image.Finally by similarity matching method,completes target localization.This process includes two steps:1)color histogram matching;2) SURF feature matching.
A. Color histogram matching
This method is a widely used feature extraction and recognition method,it mainly includes two parts:
1) color histogram feature extraction we begin by transforming the image from RGB space to HSV space. Since the H,S,V component has different sensitive to lightness respectively,they need to be quantized in different level, such as 8 level for H component,3 level for V and S respectively, the quantitative formula is defined on Eq.1: 
According to the above formula ， synthesizing three components into a one-dimensional feature vector Q
(2) Finally, by calculation, 8*3*3=72 bin one-dimension color histogram can be obtained,and ready for the next image matching task.
2) color features similarity matching
Correlation matching is the method that is used to measure the similarity of different feature, its computation formula is defined on Eq.3: 
B. SURF feature matching
On the basic of the former step, we first extract the SURF feature points in both the target image and the localized source image respectively, assign these points a dominant orientation and make them generate descriptors vectors.Then combining Hessian matrix trace and Euclidean distance together, the similarity measurement of different descriptors is performed to complete the target image localization. And the realization process of SURF includes three parts:
1)
Detection of SURF feature points In order to detect SURF feature points, different scale space [6] need to be built.Given an two-dimension image ） （ y x I , and Gaussian kernel function ) , , (
Then at every layer of scale space,the extreme value point of image is be detected by Hessian matrix.Given a point ） （ y x X , in an image ） （ y x I , ,its Hessian matrix at scale is defined as: 
2)
Description of SURF feature point The generation of SURF feature descriptor includes two parts: dominant orientation assignment and descriptor vector generation. Firstly, The Haar wavelet responses of pixels in both x and y direction are calculated and weighted statistical within a circular neighborhood of radius 6  (where  represents scale value). And then from the x axis,the sum of Haar wavelet responses within a circular segment covering an angle of  60 origin is calculated to yield a local orientation vector 1 L ( Fig.1) . In the same manner we can calculated once every  5 in the whole circle region,so 72
L are got,and the longest orientation of vector is defined as the dominant orientation of this SURF key point. Secondly, in order to generate SURF descriptor vector,we need to construct a square window with size  20 around the interest point,and orient its direction along dominant orientation. Next divide the descriptor window into 4 4 sub-regions ( Fig.2) , in which the horizontal and vertical Haar wavelet responses 
3)
Matching of SURF feature After SURF descriptors vector generation,we use two kind of methods to measure the similarity. Firstly the method of Hessian matrix trace is implemented, because when different feature points have the same contrast intensity, their trace of Hessian matrix are the same sign; while when they have not, their trace are the contrary sign. So according to this theory, we can choose those points that satisfy this matching conditions and give up those do not.Next 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to test the validity of the CH-SURF algorithm, some experiments are carried out on the VS2008 platform by calling Opencv2. The black square has drew out the rough location of target image in source image,and the red circles in both the target image and source image, represent the extracted SURF key points, and the matched points are connected by blue lines.
2)
Feature matching results of SURF SURF algorithm is implemented by extracting feature points in the whole source image region,and let them compare with those points extracted by target image. Finally,the one-to-one relationship between feature pairs is connected. Experimental results is shown in Fig 5: The red circles represent the extracted SURF points in both target image and source image,and the matched points are connected by green lines. But for SURF algorithm,the detected key points are enormous,so it has expensive computation.Moreover SURF algorithm ignores color information ,thus it is hard to recognize the image that has similar shape but different color and easy to generate mismatch phenomenon , just as the car02 situation in Fig.5 
B. The comparison of CH-SURF and SURF algorithm
CH-SURF algorithm is based on rough localization of color matching method ,so it only needs to detect key points in the rectangular region of source image;while the SURF algorithm has to detect all key points in the whole source image.But,no matter for which algorithms,the detected key points in the target image is the same.Thus we just need to compare CH -SURF algorithm and SURF algorithm about the performance of the source image feature extraction.Here some experiments are carried out and the results are shown in both Table 1 and Table 2 . In the Table 1 ,statistical results on a great number of feature descriptors illustrate that, the detected key points by CH-SURF algorithm is obviously less than the SURF algorithm.Take car01 car02 and car03 for example, the number of extracted feature points by CH-SURF algorithm from SURF required 406 reduced to 54、406 and 38, and its reduction ratio is 86.69%、90.64% and 89.90% respectively. In the extraction process of the source image feature points, the computation time by the CH-SURF algorithm is obviously fewer than SURF algorithm.In the Fig.6 , the CH-SURF algorithm computation time ranges from 20ms to 25ms while the SURF algorithm ranges from 141ms to 151 ms.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This paper introduced the CH-SURF algorithm which combines the method of color histogram features matching and SURF algorithm together. Meanwhile some experiments are carried out to test the performance of CH-SURF, and results show that the proposed algorithm can make full use of the complementarity relation of two algorithm, and improve insensitive to color information. CH-SURF algorithm is implemented on the based of rough positioning, so the key points extracted reduced by 89% and its computation time also reduced by 84% compared with SURF algorithm. Hence experimental results show that the CH-SURF algorithm is effective.
